
By Anthony Armstrong

Pete Mazzagatti, high school teacher for Wood-
stown-Pilesgrove Regional School District (N.J.), 
is busy. In addition to teaching social studies 
fulltime in the classroom, he was county teacher 
of the year for 2011-12, is one of the most active 

members in the county’s teacher of the year organization, 
is active in the district’s pilot dissemination of the McREL 
teacher evaluation model, and has just been named instruc-
tional facilitator for the 2013-14 school year, which means 
he’s leaving the classroom at the end of the year. 

According to the latest MetLife survey of the American 
teacher: Challenges for school leadership, there are many more 
teachers like Mazzagatti who are taking on active leader-
ship roles. According to the survey, half of teachers (51%) 
already “have a leadership role in their school, such as 
department chair, instructional resource, teacher mentor, or 

leadership team member,” and 51% of teachers 
“are at least somewhat interested in teaching in 
the classroom part-time combined with other 
roles or responsibilities in their school or district, 
including 23% who are extremely or very inter-
ested in this option” (p. 5). While this indicates 

that many teachers have a strong desire to participate in 
school leadership, 69% of teachers are not interested in the 
traditional career path of becoming a principal (p. 5). (See 
sidebar at right). 

For many teachers who want to take on leadership roles 
but don’t want to move into a principalship or leave the 
classroom, the career options available to them are typi-
cally limited to informal duties, such as committees, teams, 
building representatives, etc. However, new types of teacher 
leadership roles are emerging, where teachers are connecting 
and making contributions to the field on state, national and 
global scales, all while remaining in the classroom. 

“In a perfect world, I would like to remain in the class-
room,” explained Mazzagatti. “For my instructional facilita-
tor position next year, I will aid teachers in doing their jobs, 
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The job of principal is becoming more complex 
and stressful

75% Three-quarters of principals feel the job has 
become too complex.

69% Seven in 10 principals say the job responsibilities 
are not very similar to five years ago.

59% Job satisfaction among principals has decreased 
nine percentage points in less than five years, to 59% very 
satisfied from 68% very satisfied in 2008.

48% Half of principals feel under great stress several 
days a week.

Source: MetLife, p. 5
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ADVANCING THE STANDARDS  Jacqueline Kennedy 

Oh, the places
teachers will go

In the classic children’s picture 
book by Dr. Seuss (1990), Oh, 
The Places You’ll Go, readers are 
taken on a whimsical adventure 
with a cheerful pajama-wearing 

boy as he makes his way into an ever-
changing world, full of new pathways 
and discoveries.  During his travels 
he experiences challenges, difficult 
decisions, sticky situations, and lots 
of excitement and fun. In the end, 
the character discovers a few inspiring 
lessons: Choose a path, make things 
happen, and enjoy the journey.

In a similar fashion, the Standards 
for Professional Learning provide 
practical guidance to each professional 
learning journey. Serving as a teacher 
leader is both challenging and 
rewarding, due in part to its multi-
faceted and dynamic role. However, it 
is ever-changing and can lead to new 
pathways for teacher leaders and the 

individuals, teams, and schools they 
support. 

The Leadership standard 
specifically informs the work of 
teacher leaders, encouraging them 
to design roadmaps for their own 
learning and leading. It describes 
the essential elements for supporting 
professional learning and significant 
school change to increase results for all 
students. 

As you examine the role of 
professional learning and begin to 
chart your own path, consider the 
lessons from Dr. Seuss.

Choose a path and get started 
Which path best makes learning 

a top priority? Examine your options 
and then get started. As a teacher 
leader, how can you share your 
learning goals and demonstrate your 
commitment to learning? Actively 
participate in professional learning. 
Ask for feedback from colleagues 
and administrators. Expand your 
knowledge and skills as a leader or 
coach by observing others and seek 
to understand the latest research 
on professional learning.  Also, 
acknowledge your responsibility to 
develop others. As you model how a 
leader puts his or her own learning 
first, be sure to set high expectations 
for yourself, others, and for all 
students.

Be proactive; don’t always wait 
for things to happen

Although the road may be bumpy 
with “bang-ups” and “hang-ups,” 

teacher leaders can make things 
happen to ensure quality professional 
learning. Help others understand 
the critical link between professional 
learning and student achievement by 
challenging practice and ineffective 
professional learning. Work with the 
principal and colleagues to identify 
alternative, research-based approaches 
to make necessary improvements. 
Work through whatever channels 
you have to create time for learning 
and identify the resources you and 
your colleagues need to support your 
development. Use your voice, from 
wherever you sit, to proclaim the role 
of professional learning in moving 
schools where they need to go.

Enjoy the journey
Give yourself permission to have 

fun along the way. Enjoy your role 
as a teacher leader knowing you will 
gain experiences that will enrich 
and inform your work. As you learn 
with others, create and share your 
own lessons about the culture and 
conditions necessary for you to 
support your colleagues effectively. 
The more you share what you’ve 
learned, the more your peers will also 
grow as leaders and as learners.

REFERENCE
Dr. Seuss. (1990). Oh, the places 

you’ll go. New York: Random House.
•

Jacqueline Kennedy 
(jekennedy@learningforward.org) 
is a senior consultant at Learning 
Forward. •

“Congratulations! 
Today is your day.
You’re off to Great Places!
You’re off and away!”
— Dr. Seuss, Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
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Kathy Smith  IN PRACTICE

As told to Valerie von Frank

Our school began 
focusing on reading 
strategies for at-risk 
high school students 
as part of a Response 

to Intervention approach. Now with 
the Common Core State Standards 
requiring that all subject-area teachers 
teach reading and literacy, we need 
these literacy strategies to support all 
teachers.

Every year we take one teacher 
from each content area — foreign 
language, math, science, English, 
social studies, physical education — 
onto a literacy committee during their 
planning period once a week to team 
with the three literacy coaches. 

In the literacy committee 
meetings, we talk about how to 
support students with the reading 
demands that those content areas 
require. The content teachers set goals, 
work to implement the instruction, 
and then we examine the data. If 
things are working, we move to a 
new goal. If things don’t appear to 
work, we partner in thinking of new 
instructional strategies.

Teachers volunteer for the 
committee and we cycle through a 
group each year. We’ve reached about 
45 of the 200 teachers so far, and 
those teachers take their learning 
back to their professional learning 
communities, which meet every other 
Wednesday. 

We’ve seen a lot of success. I 
worked with an AP social studies 

teacher on a sophomore class on 
teaching specific questioning strategies 
to maneuver the college-level 
textbook. We also revamped her study 
guides to help students formulate 
their own questions so they became 
independent and could create their 
own study tools. Her pass rate was the 
highest since she began teaching the 
class — 83% making 3s, 4s, and 5s.

Another social studies teacher had 
11 kids fail her first quiz. We teamed 
up to think of some strategies, such 
as three-column notes (in the first 
column, kids write main ideas; in the 
second, definitions; and in the third, 
a memory cue such as a drawing or 
example), more guided study guides, 
and a reading process. Her last quiz 
had only three fails.

One of the most effective strategies 
I’ve found is Robert Marzano’s six-
step vocabulary process. Most of our 
science teachers now use that process 
because the liaisons to the committee 
shared successes.  Math teachers have 
found it successful, as well. We use 
Jim Burke’s reading process for its 
very structured approach to reading. 
It’s good because it can be adapted 
to specific content areas. Planning 
writing, drafting, and revising can be 
applied in any content area. Having 

the teacher analyze samples and having 
peer review are also helpful. 

We always rely on the teachers’ 
expertise, because they know what 
their content demands. Coaches share 
the strategy, and the discipline teacher 
knows how to apply it, or we work 
together to figure it out.

The teacher liaisons also present 
some of the strategies they’ve tried 
in class to teachers during literacy 
lunches. A lot of people like to hear 
from content teachers, and then they 
take away ideas and also may join the 
committee. This year, we switched to 
an open-house format during planning 
periods. When content area teachers 

share successes, other teachers start to 
buy in and then more step up and join 
the committee.

The beauty of coaching is we 
can develop ideas with the content 
teachers, because it’s two brains 
together. I offer my knowledge, they 
offer their knowledge, and we come 
together — and the kids benefit.

•
Valerie von Frank 

(valerievonfrank@aol.com) is an 
education writer and editor of 
Learning Forward’s books. •

Coaching across subjects
at the secondary level

Kathy Smith (ksmith@csd99.
org) is a reading specialist/
literacy coach at Downer’s 
Grove North High School in 
Downer’s Grove, Ill. 
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COVER STORY  Creating new career paths for teacher leaders 

so I will have an impact on the kids. But I will miss the 
kids. I would like to go back to the classroom eventually if a 
position opens up that allows me to do both.”  

A HYBRID ROLE FOR TEACHERS
As a teacher representative for New Jersey’s pilot teacher 

evaluation program, Mazzagatti was asked to provide infor-
mation and assistance to the department of education. Maz-
zagatti met numerous education leaders in D.C., engaged 
in various projects and workshops, and brought his learning 
back to his district. “My district sees the benefits and pays 
for substitutes for me when I’m gone from the classroom,” 
said Mazzagatti. 

The Center for Teaching Quality (CTQ) and its innova-
tive Collaboratory are helping teacher leaders develop these 

types of hybrid roles as “teacherpre-
neurs,” who divide time in and out 
of the classroom.“Previously, teacher 
roles have been limited to models 
that have been designed apart from 
their own creation and at best only 
serve their school or district,” said 
CTQ founder Barnett Berry, who co-
authored Teaching 2030 (2011) with 
a team of 12 teacherpreneurs. “The 

next wave of teacher leadership is when teachers can incu-
bate and execute bold ideas in both policy and pedagogy 
beyond schools, states, and even nations.” Both the concept 
and examples from practice are featured in the forthcoming 
Teacherpreneurs, also co-authored by Berry. 

Berry recognizes that not all teachers want to be teach-
erpreneurs, but he feels that to solve many of the problems 
facing education today, teachers will need the opportunity 
to make their own contributions to the field that do not 
require leaving the classroom. 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Mazzagatti admits that he is fortunate to have a sup-

portive district. Other teacher leaders are not as lucky. For 
some teachers, the Center for Teaching Quality offers sup-

port by buying all or half of a teacher’s contract in order to 
free the teacher to work on leadership initiatives. Teachers in 
residence are supported full time by the center to work on 
their activities, while teacherpreneurs teach in the classroom 
for half of their day or week and then work with the center 
during the other half. “We don’t view our role as empower-
ing teachers or using them for someone’s narrow reform 
agenda,” said Berry. “Instead, we try to open doors by con-
necting, readying, and mobilizing teachers.” 

According to Berry, these hybrid roles require a special 
brand of teacher leaders, and they need the right support to 
fuel their own 21st-century teaching and learning reforms. 
One such teacher leader supported by the center’s teacher-
preneur opportunities is Ryan Kinser. 

Kinser, an 8th-grade English teacher in Hillsborough 
County, Fla., teaches in the classroom in the mornings and 
spends his afternoons working on various research and policy 
issues, with a specific focus on advancing teacher leadership. 
His biggest project, though, is developing video-based learn-
ing communities that allow teachers to learn from each other 
in well-facilitated, online spaces, with a special focus on 
Common Core implementation (see sidebar above).

“Being a teacherpreneur means that you have a balance 
of time that helps your own interests and helps those who 
have a vested role in you,” explained Kinser. “It is helping 
the district as well. Right now we are trying to recreate my 
role in 30 other schools over the next three years. I spend a 
lot of time advising on policy for district, state, and national 
issues; go to conferences; and talk to whoever might have 
interest in having teachers at the table.” 

Kinser applied to be a teacherpreneur because he felt 
that he needed a richer and more rewarding career path that 
offered challenges to help him avoid stagnation. “This new 
role allows me to pursue a deeper skill set and make a big-
ger impact in the classroom. It is a great reward that is not 
about money. It is really about opportunities to craft new 
career lattices.” (See box at left.)

Unfortunately, financial grant support is a rarity for the 
majority of teacher leaders, so Mazzagatti and Kinser have 
advice for teacher leaders looking to expand their contribu-
tions to the field. 

CREATE A SUPPORTIVE CULTURE 
According to Mazzagatti, teacher leaders can only de-

velop as well as district leaders allow them to. “You can find 

Continued from p. 1

Continued on p. 5

Blow the doors off your classroom 
Video by Ryan Kinser on how to create a video learning 

community.  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 
VGaPLHVmv8U&feature=youtu.be 

Teacher satisfaction continues to decline 

• Teachers’ satisfaction with their jobs in public schools has declined 
13 percentage points since 2001, from 52% to 39% very satisfied, 
including five percentage points since last school year, to the lowest 
level in 25 years.

• Less satisfied teachers are more likely to be located in schools that had 
declines in professional development (21% vs. 14%) and in time 
for collaboration with other teachers (29% vs. 16%) in the last 12 
months.

KinserMazzagatti
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Creating new career paths for teacher leaders  COVER STORY 

time after school and weekends,” said Mazzagatti, “but some 
opportunities are beholden to what the district allows. I am 
very fortunate in that my district always says yes.”

The key to garnering district support, says Mazzagatti, is 
to clearly make the connection from the additional activities 
to the benefits for teachers. “I take the servant leadership 
approach, in that I am always looking for ways that I can 
serve the teachers I am trying to help,” explained Mazzagat-
ti. “For example, I look for how I can make the connection 
from our Teacher-of-the-Year group to the opportunities it 
creates for our teachers. Those of us who approach our lead-
ership roles that way have good responses from the district 
because everyone benefits.”

Increasing support for teacher contributions, for Maz-
zagatti, begins with district culture.  “Find out where your 
structure and foundation are before you get started. If you 
look at opportunities and initiatives, and see what is right 
for kids and education, that is where you start for changing 
culture.” 

LOOK FOR IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES
The easiest way to start changing culture is to look for 

leadership opportunities, and each small leadership role can 
lead to bigger roles, Mazzagatti explained. “Give your busi-
ness card out to people and ask, ‘What can I do for you?’ A 
lot of things don’t get done because people don’t know how 
to ask. This is not about advancing your career as much as it 
is about advancing everyone’s career, advancing the school, 
and advancing the kids.”

Teacher roles that allow you to make yourself and your 
work more visible, said Mazzagatti, are such activities as 
academic team leader, building representative, technology 
mentor, district team member, etc. “Teachers can’t be afraid 
to get up and go. If we have the right thing in mind and it is 
a sound idea, the only limitations we have are what we put 
on ourselves,” said Mazzagatti. 

Kinser shares a similar sentiment. “Start off doing the 
work,” he said. “It is easier when people find that your work 
is indispensable. Pursue projects that you are passionate about 
and find forums to demonstrate them. You can pitch articles 
to publications and contribute to virtual communities where 
there are options to engage with others. Find where others are 
plugged into opportunities and join projects that your school 
or district or system can’t live without. The resources will fol-
low. Learn who district leaders are and what the hierarchy is. 
Figure out who are decision makers,” he said.

For Kinser, creating more opportunities for teacher 
leaders to expand their work beyond the classrooms means 
transparency, communications, and results. “Teachers need 
to be more willing to engage stakeholders, appreciate both 
sides of an equation, be solutions-oriented, and invite 
themselves to the table. Stakeholders hear a lot of complain-

ing and have an agenda they need to accomplish. They need 
to see that teachers can offer solutions and not complaints 
when they step out of the classroom. District leadership 
will be more amenable when they see workable models with 
student results,” according to Kinser. 

INCREASE VISIBILITY
The future of changing career paths for teacher leaders 

depends on visibility, said Berry. “The American people have 
a lot of respect for teachers as individuals, but what they don’t 
have is a deep understanding of the power and potential of 
teachers as a collective to transform learning.”

To help increase visibility, said Berry, 
teacher leaders can take advantage of read-
ily available tools and channels increase the 
exposure of their work. “Look at the MetLife 
survey, where 23% of teachers are very inter-
ested in serving in a hybrid role (p. 5). This 
is a big number of teachers wanting to make 
contributions to the field. Teachers can use 
blogs, YouTube, and other tools to increase 
their visibility. They can learn and connect with other teach-
ers in person or virtually … it is time for teachers to no 
longer keep their good ideas in silos.”

REFERENCES
Berry, B., Byrd, A., and Wieder, A. (In press). 

Teacherpreneurs: Innovative teachers who lead but don’t leave. 
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

Berry, B. (2011). Teaching 2030: What we must do for 
our students and our public schools — Now and in the future. 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press

MetLife. (2012). MetLife survey of the American teacher: 
Challenges for school leadership. NY: Author. Available at 
www.metlife.com/teachersurvey.

•
Anthony Armstrong (anthony.armstrong@

learningforward.org) is publications editor for Learning 
Forward. •
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Learning Forward 
BELIEF
All educators have 
an obligation to 
improve their 
practice.

Learn more

The Center for Teaching Quality
Connect with teachers and other education stakeholders by joining the 
Center for Teaching Quality’s free virtual community, the Collaboratory. 
www.teachingquality.org/collaboratory

2012 MetLife teacher survey webinar
The Alliance for Excellent Education and panelists discuss the findings for 
policymakers and education leaders to note as they work to enable school 
leaders to meet increased expectations for educational outcomes.  
media.all4ed.org/webinar-mar-4-2013
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TOOL  

New possibilities are emerging for 
many teachers who want to take 
on leadership roles but don’t want 

to move into a principalship or central office 
position. There are a range of new teacher 
leadership roles, where teachers are connecting 
to other educators and making contributions to 
the field on state, national, and global scales, all 
while remaining in the classroom. 

Use the questions on the next page to 
explore and brainstorm possible activities and 
opportunities that extend your work, roles that 
make your work more visible, projects that you 
are passionate about, and the structures and 
supports that would make such opportunities 
viable. Working with a team or on your own, 
use these reflections to determine your next 
steps in advancing your leadership agenda.

Create your own career path 
MORE FROM METLIFE’S SURVEY

n Current teacher leaders are more interested than other teachers in 
becoming a principal or in a hybrid teaching role. 

n Interest in a hybrid teaching role is higher among mid-career 
teachers, high school teachers, and those in urban schools or schools 
with high proportions of low-income students.

n Interest in becoming a principal is more common among new and 
mid-career teachers, high school teachers, or those in urban schools. 

Source: MetLife, 2012.
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TOOL  

EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES

What other roles, responsibilities, activities, or projects outside the classroom interest you as you consider your career pathway?

n

What deeper skillsets would you like to pursue and how will they help you on your journey?

n

What types of opportunities for expanding your influence are available to you?

n

What types of opportunities are not currently available that you would like to see available?

n

How can you make the connection from your interests to student results?

n

How can you make the connection from your interests to other benefits for the school?

n

Who has a vested role in your interests and how can they assist you?

n

Who shares your desire for positive change in your areas of interest? How can you engage them as partners?

n

What models do you see that might offer lessons for you?

n

What steps can you take to make teachers more visible as leaders to influence change and impact your school or district’s culture?

n
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